The Ingenuity of Utah's Indian Leaders

Summary
The student will be able to identify some of Utah's American Indian leaders and explain their unique contributions to their tribes and the history of Utah.

Time Frame
2 class periods of 30 minutes each

Materials
Teacher Materials
- At a Glance: Leadership among Utah's Indians (pdf)
  Video: We Shall Remain: The Paiute
  Video: We Shall Remain: The Navajo
  Video: We Shall Remain: The Goshute
Student Materials
- American Indian Leaders (pdf)
  Card stock or blank index cards
  Sample trading cards
  Arts and crafts supplies

Background for Teachers
Ingenuity, the quality of inborn genius, is invaluable for people who hold positions of leadership. The American Indian leaders of Utah--past and present--have been called upon to draw from their ingenuity to serve their people. In the past, leadership in many American Indian communities fell upon the shoulders of whoever was observed to have the skills most useful to the tribe in that time and place. A person with qualities like wisdom or foresight, or who had the abilities to communicate, negotiate, or problem-solve, would be chosen as a leader. This system has been referred to as "situational leadership."

Many contemporary tribal governments have leadership structures that tend to follow the spirit of this tradition within guidelines established by constitutions. There are also community leaders who may not hold an office but have earned the respect of others through acts of courage or service. In this lesson, students will learn about five people who represent tribal leadership--both past and present--in a variety of ways.

Instructional Procedures
Discuss with students the meaning of the words: "famous," "heroic," "respected," "perfect," "skilled," and "talented." Which qualities would they most like to have people associate with them? Which seem most important in our culture? Which do they most often associate with historical figures? Based on your classroom discussion, have the students make a list of the qualities or personality traits they think are important for someone to have in order to be a good leader.

Using the information from At a Glance: Leadership among Utah's Indians, explain to students how Utah's Indian tribes and bands were structured politically and what leadership was like within those structures. Explain the difference between the popular perception of the unified Indian tribe, which is what they probably have seen in movies, and the reality of life in bands and extended family groups. Pass out one "American Indian Leader" to each student. Have them look for the qualities they listed in their sample leader. Have each student create a trading card showing those qualities of their leader (this can be homework).
Put students together in groups to teach each other about the leadership qualities of their historical figure and how those qualities affected the history of their tribe.

Extensions

Using the national *We Shall Remain* documentaries (available to Utah Educators in eMedia), have the students compare Utah Indians' methods and models of tribal leadership to those of other American Indians. Some possible clips to show include *We Shall Remain: After the Mayflower* (chapters 3 and 8); *We Shall Remain: Tecumseh’s Vision* (chapters 5, 6, and 7); *We Shall Remain: Trail of Tears* (chapters 1, 2, 5, and 6); and *We Shall Remain: Wounded Knee* (chapter 1).

The students can find additional leaders on the internet and make more cards.
The students can find out about present-day tribal leaders and make cards of their qualities.
The class can have an election and vote for the greatest leader.

Assessment Plan

- Discussion
- Qualities list
- Trading cards

End of Unit Assessment
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